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Postmatic has more than 30 Years Experience

postage stamp affixing attachments

and

has been known to provide the best possible equipment and service in the industry. Heavy duty construction

manufacturing

and

high quality materials provide 24n operation and assures years of trouble free use.

Postmatic Stamp Affixers
eliminates

with inserters.
in excess
inserting
The

exclusive vacuum wheel applicator

the need to rewind the stamp coils when applying
Large 3,000 or 10,000 coil capacity

and applicating

of 18,000 per hour meets the demands

system

stamps inline
speeds

of most high speed

equipment.

Ease of Operation

is quick and easy compared to most other label

Inline Stamping BaS! w/M6000SA

applicators. Fast and easy loading and unloading allows the operator to produce
more throughput
The

and spend less time tending to secondary operations.

Model 6000SA

and the

Model 7000SA

were first manufactured

in

1996 and has become the stamp affixer of choice by mailers across the country.
Many mailers use their original units on a regular basis running them in a high

•

volume, high production

environment with little maintenance required. Many of

these same units are now being used on our New Inline Stamping Bases in the
same high volume, high production
The

Model 6000SA

environments.

fits on our Inline Stamping

Bases or Pitney Bowes®

mailing machines.
The

Model 7000SA

fits on our Inline Stamping

Bases or the Hasler®

mailing machines.

OPERATING SPEEDS:

In excess of 18,000 p/hr

STAMP COil

3,000 or 10,000

CAPACITY:

STAMPS PER CYCLE,

One

STAMP PLACEMENT:

Adjustable from leading edge

VACUUM PUMP:

1/.1 hp GAST Carbon Vein
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www.POSTMATIC.com

Features

> > >

EASY TO USE

AFFORDABLE

FAST

RELIABLE

GUARANTEED

No special skills
required to operate
or. maintain.

Moderate initial cost
and high production
capability accelerates
return on investment.

Affix stamps at speeds
in excess of 18,000
per hour.

Heavy Duty construction
provides 24n operation.

Limited One
Year Warranty.

